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ABSTRACT

There are workers, jobs, and the costs data. They are mapped into table. One worker will do one job with the costs that have been noted. From the costs that have been noted, they are not optimal costs. So it needs to find the minim costs as the optimal costs. To find the minim costs with many workers and jobs data by manual computing is difficult. So it is offered Hungarian Algorithm to solve it.

Hungarian Algorithm works by mapping the workers, jobs, and costs data into table. The row and column in the table will be normalized and eliminated. The processes are looped iteratively until find the most minim costs.

The result from normalizing and eliminating row and column in table will be found the optimal costs from workers and jobs data.
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PREFACE

This project is about making program to solve assignment problem by Hungarian algorithm with the optimum costs.

Hungarian algorithm is a combinatorial optimization algorithm that solves the assignment problem. It consists of a set of operations applied to a square matrix whose cells values are a function of the cost of assigning the job to the worker.

The assignment problem's data consists of workers, jobs, and costs. The data will be inserted into table in MySQL. While the Hungarian's process is in stored procedure. The stored procedure will normalize and eliminate rows and columns iteratively in the table in MySQL. So it obtains 0 costs in each row and column. Then, the workers and jobs are matched until get the perfect matching.
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